Regulation of protein synthesis and accumulation during murine erythroleukemia cell differentiation.
We have examined the repertoire of cytoplasmic proteins present at different times during murine erythroleukemia (MEL) cell differentiation. Our laboratory has developed an improved differentiation system in which the use of rapidly inducing MEL subclones and culture conditions which stabilize terminally differentiated cells results in highly synchronous differentiation and the accumulation of large numbers of cells in the end stages of differentiation. Using two-dimensional gel electrophoresis, the proteins of MEL cell cytoplasm have been fractionated at different times of induction in the improved system. The protein composition of MEL cell cytoplasm changes dramatically during the differentiation program, in contrast to previously reported results. We observe patterns of changes that are consistent with alterations in the relative degradative rates as well as the relative synthetic rates of the different proteins. We find that the rate of incorporation of labeled amino acid into protein is reduced in induced cultures of MEL cells. We demonstrate that the contribution of uninduced cells to the protein patterns observed late in differentiation is minor in our system, and argue that the results previously obtained for differentiating MEL cells were influenced by the heterogeneity of the induced populations.